New Weekly Float Compensation Indicative Price Grid and
Calculator
Beginning today, Freddie Mac will publish an updated Indicative Price Grid and Float
Compensation Calculator on a weekly basis. We are increasing the update frequency
to allow market participants to grow accustomed to using these tools, and to see how
float compensation may vary over time.
Freddie Mac employs a combination of third-party and internal OAS models to arrive at
prices. We reserve the right to adjust the prices derived from the OAS models, in our
discretion. We will add payups for specified cohorts as we deem appropriate. At this
time, we have no plans to offer any incentive payments.
Until our exchange offer commences, the prices in these float compensation tools are
strictly indicative. Freddie Mac will provide actual float compensation prices once the
exchange window opens in May 2019 and transactions are executed.
For questions about float compensation, the exchange offer or the Single Security
Initiative, email single_security@freddiemac.com or call 800-336-3672 and press “1”
for the Investor Hotline, then “2” for the Single Security Hotline.
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